Competitive Sing Has Maintained Class Interest Through 17 Spring Seasons

by Phyllis Schiff '43

And our voices over shall fail thee" is symbolic of the 18th annual competitive sing being held next Wednesday, May 20. To you, competitive sing may mean endless nightmares of marching and practicing but for those who enter the competition, the subject was: "Are changes in majors?"

The President's office reports that the seniors will discuss "Should farmers, our laborers, our colored men, our children, and our animals be appreciably by the cast not indulged in the meaning of undergirding the democrats?"

Senior Discussions

President Blunt's annual series of sing next June, will go off to portray her home for members of the graduating class began May 6. Nancy Frye, president of the senior class, has divided the honors work and independent study projects to be undertaken by the seniors that are coming will be held on Press Board picnic, since it is much more than Four members of the faculty has agreed to help out by back records of the singing. Dr. McCoo's program will lead them into a year now, and their day of tom-tom, and what do you have? Group two-our group two. They come out there! Spontaneous and unadulterated bedlam! Group four takes over the U.S. and are turning out some spirituals and exerts itself to the nth degree. "Fathers' Day"-Pugely. See "Fathers' Day"-Page 5

S. I. G. To Sponsor Return Of McCoO

The Student Government is sponsoring the return of Dr. Harriet Beecher Stowe to New London this Thursday, May 15 at 6:45. On that day, May 15 at 6:45 they will take off an opera. "Should we have more or less specialization on the majors?"

Frosh To Welcome Dad's Day With Annual Outdoor Pageant

by Bernice Riesner '43

"DEAR DAD, DO STOP. DROP SHOP, YOU'RE TOP. LOVE, SIGNED CONNIE COLLEGE." The little man who's always there comes into his own on Father's Day, May 16, when the freshman class is turning out to honor him with a pageant. Stepped in tradition, ripe and mellow, two hundred and thirty-old little freshers will romp in pomp on the outdoor stage in the arboretum. Their fathers are classembled for glamour for night onto a year now, and their day has come at last. They can tan in the limelight; it's very own property for the duration of the pageant.

"Freshman talents go to portray their father's day..." President Blunt announced that the highlight of the evening will be appreciably by the cast not indulged in the meaning of undergirding the democrats?"

Pageant"-Page 5
Dear Editor,

I protest! Is C.C. a college for intellectual growth or a mad marathon to see who can survive the most hours of enforced drudgery? Is not our responsibility as students that of erudition, erudition, erudition?

The second became Pope-Achille a colorful description of the beauty of the Orient. See "Quips"—Page 4.

Dear Editor,

Will we students have to forfeit our freedom in using the facilities of the library? It seems logical to think in so vast an expenditure of the common library etiquette which we notice.

The other day I was in the library and was surprised by the number of students who had been assigned, I tried to find a reference book. I searched in the stacks for my volume. Finally I marked my efforts; but that wasn't strange, for I was not too familiar with library system. So here is the answer according to which we notice.

Will you do your part to fill the jobs of chemists, statisticians and other classes as essential "war work" in the coming year.

The tenth anniversary celebration last fall saw the war conditions of the future.

The hurricane has wrecked the home, and curiously upon the campus of the Arboretum our favorite haunt.

Will you do your part to fill the jobs of chemists, statisticians and other classes as essential "war work" in the coming year.

The tenth anniversary celebration last fall saw the war conditions of the future.

The hurricane has wrecked the home, and curiously upon the campus of the Arboretum our favorite haunt.

Dear Editor,

Do you realize that the Arboretum is ten years old? To stage the Freshman Pageant there on Father's Day, to substitute unaided educational training for prejudices. Our responsibility, therefore, is a twofold, to take those courses which will make use of the war effort, and to do our minds that we will be ready for the conditions of the future.

Arboretum Anniversary

Do you realize that the Arboretum is ten years old? To stage the Freshman Pageant there on Father's Day, to substitute unaided educational training for prejudices. Our responsibility, therefore, is a twofold, to take those courses which will make use of the war effort, and to do our minds that we will be ready for the conditions of the future.
by Alice Adams '44

By now, probably everyone on campus knows that the continuous lunch hour which goes into effect next year, but perhaps some of the real reasons behind this plan are unknown to you. The change was made partly as a way of increasing lunch time for students and partly to allow more time to student for more class time. The plan is the ideal of every educator, stated ... the New York School of Social Work and has made a series of studies on prepaid health plans in the United States.

In winter, it is quite dark at eight o'clock in the morning. Eastern war time, and it also becomes dark early in the evening. For this reason an effort has been made to crowd more of the schedule into the center of the day. Of course, all concerned (and we are all concerned) that you do not find yourself growing sleepy. If you really think you would forget, but if you really consider the concerns concerning the new schedule, we are never looking out for you growing sleepy.

After several years of observations, it has been concluded that there is a slight tendency on the part of the student body equally became quite aware and called attention to the emotional squad, "College Girl Dressed," during the usual paths through the lunch hour.

The Ephemeran
A maiden there was once, of modest attainments.
A creature more divine never was seen.
She needed but to pass to be
Grace with grace she 'dormed the college dining boards.
Her locket was smooth and glue, "Roundly she moved, with grace upon the peck.
Her Glen Peal skirt hung pleasant.
Her storm coat wore so could make
Her dainty strollers highly popular.
Her stockings received approval, growing out.
Her pearls but lent more lustre to her eyes.
She was a goddess in a mortal guise.

[The text continues and discusses various topics including the new student schedule, library hours, and other campus events.]
Another Request Goes Out To Feel Tinfoil

Sweaters and cardigans: A desperate plea has come from the local cardinals in an attempt to make you feel the paper off tinfoil until you contribute. The Defense committee cannot accept unprocessed materials, and if they sit down for a week or two, it is all that comes in themselves. You are really wanted, do your part by taking an extra minute to feel your own.

Mrs. Myrdal Talks On Social Security

Mrs. Alva Myrdal, president of the Professional Women's Club of Stockholm, Sweden, addressed the popular organization in the United States, speaking on the merits of social security, in the faculty lounge in Fanning Monday evening, May 11. She divided people into three classes for discussing the problems of social security, the unproductive group, for which includes those who are permanently unproductive due to illness or injury; and the pre-productive group which consists of the young people.

Society's interest in the first group is one of appreciation for what they have done in the past; the second group is one of restoring the health of these men for more work. In the third group, the young people, lies the greatest possibilities. The emphasis on social security in Sweden is placed on this last group, and the old idea of investing in private property is changed to investing in protection for children.

Miss Martha Storek '37 Receives Fellowship

Miss Martha Storek, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Storek of 37 Franklin street, Norwich, a graduate of American College, class of 1937, has been named one of three graduate students at the Style Shop
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Virginia Stone Awarded To Honorable Mention

Virginia Stone '42 was notified April 29 that she has won honorable mention in the annual contest for Gold Key for high school papers.
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Erb Prelude francais

Margaret Ramsay '42

Erh- Preludio-friends

Ann W. Hooq '43,

Organ

Barrett-A-Caravan from China

Dett—Ride On, Jesus

Grace Loving '43


No. 2

Mildred Gremley '44

Devorak—The Lord Is My Shepherd

Cadmian—Spring Song of the Robin Woman (Shanewa).

Constantia Smith '43

Mokawowski—Antunes

Jeanette Corby '43

Watts—The Little Shepherd's Song

Strass, J. — Adele's Laughing Song

(Carone-Krehm)

Ruth Fielding '42

Quips

(Continued from Page Two)

Batt. The third is still a reporter—Tony Czarnecki—and perhaps the only American newspaper who maintained a personal correspondence with the Pope.

Anything For a Place to Sleep

Rooms are scarce in Alaska, where the Stilt's jail is renting cell bunks out to anyone who wants one for $5.00 a night.

Free Speech

(Continued from Page Two)

I checked, and then had to ask a librarian.

Surprise changed to annoyance when the librarian couldn't find it.

And annoyance changed to surprise of an even greater degree when I was told by the librarian that my quarry was but a repetition of material of similar occurrence since the addition had been put in to fill a gap. I was embarrassed for our honor system when we said that many books are disappearing from the stacks.

Since the books which disappear are records of the human mind, they have been written...
Commuters Elect Officers For '43

Officers to serve during the following year were chosen at a meeting of the Commuters' club on April 29 at 9:00 o'clock in the Commuters' Room, Helen Lowd wall '43, former secretary-treasurer of the group, will succeed Adelaide Knapp '42 as president. Other officers chosen were:

Vice president and entertainment chairman, Frances Pendele

't43; secretary-treasurer, Mild

red Gremley '44; co-chairman of

reflections, Mary Moran '43 and Ruth Hoppe '43, and publicity

chairman, Joyce Johnson '43.

Bible Students Offered Ache

Iton Literature

The first of the two examina
tions for the Ache in Biblical

Literature was given Wed

nesday, May 13 at 9:00 o'clock in the Chapel library. This examina
tion covered Old Testament Litera

ture; on Friday, May 15 at 4:00 o'clock an examination on the New Testament will be given. The Ache in prizes will be awarded to students having the highest and next highest scores in both tests. The first prize is $10 each; the second prizes are $10 each. The examinations, open to all stu

dents in all colleges, will train for work in one at the

number, the Catholic, and the Jewish.

Senior Jobs

(Continued from Page Three)

graduate work in public adminis

tration at the University of Cin

cinnati.

Barbara Grinnell has a job as a

Junior technician in chemistry at Prince Hamilton College. She

will train for work in one of the company's three new plants. Ann

Small will travel to the Bridgeport branch of General Electric to

train for work in their account

ing, financial or statistical divi

sion. Louise Spencer will do re

search work in chemistry for the

American Cyanamid Company in Stamford, Connecticut.
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Caught On Campus

In discussing the war in History 2 the other day, we discovered that Mr. Kirsch had the right idea. He said, "If you didn't have guns you'd have feet. If you didn't have those you'd use your teeth, and if you didn't have teeth, you'd ... 3 to death. Sounds like a vicious circle to us.

Have you seen Miss Hite lately? She's really started over the fact that next year will be the first time in approximately two years that she hasn't had any eight o'clocks. It seems that she's been made in connection with next year's schedule to arrange classes early in the day and close together for faculty members living at the other end of town.

Sally Ford '43 has evidently been bored with having the wind and the rain just in her hair. Or late (during the monsoon season) she has been seen going to her meals at Thanes in bare feet. Maybe she's developing a new type of athlete's feet.

One of the "promising sophomores" (Miss Dilley calls some of them that prominently) attended the recent welfare dance down at the Coast Guard Academy. During an intermission, she and her date thought they'd do a little exploring in the direction of the swimming pool. Darkness prevented them seeing the disinfected bath which is situated near the inside entrance to the pool. What started out to be an unintentional wedding party ended by their being almost completely submerged. Gardners were highly entertained by the amusing spectacle to say the least. The couple picked themselves up, wrung themselves out, and danced on.

The News comes out once a week, you may remember, but the efforts have been made in connection with next year's schedule to arrange classes early in the day and close together for faculty members living at the other end of town.

Sally Ford '43 is evidently been bored with having the wind and the rain just in her hair. Or late during the monsoon season), she has been seen going to her meals at Thanes in bare feet. Maybe she's developing a new type of athlete's feet.
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